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Introduction

1. In the French text the wording "Dossier du bateau" is used 25 times. For example in: "9.3.2.1 Dossier du bateau".

2. On the other hand, the wording "Dossier de bateau" is used only once in the definition in 1.2.1:

"Dossier de bateau: signifie un dossier qui contient toutes les informations techniques importantes concernant un bateau ou une barge, telles que les plans de construction et les documents relatifs à l’équipement;".

I. Proposal for correction

3. The wording "dossier de bateau" is proposed as the correct one.

4. Through the whole French text of ADN the wording "dossier du bateau" shall be replaced by "dossier de bateau".
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II. Remarks

5. The terminology "dossier de citerne" is defined in 1.2.1; but it is never used in the French version of ADN.

6. The terminology "tank record" is defined in 1.2.1; but it is never used in the English version of ADN.

7. Both definitions "dossier de citerne" and "tank record" may be deleted in 1.2.1.